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BOLDRE STILL AND BOLDRE
(August 2017)

OBIDOS - A CITY SET ON A HILL
(See article 204 below)

The Reverend Canon Andrew Neaum became the “House for Duty”
Anglican priest of the lovely Boldre Benefice in August 2013. The
Vicarage in which he and Diana live is on the edge of the New Forest,
a couple of miles north of Lymington in Hampshire. He is old
fashioned enough a priest to visit his flock in their homes, but “house
for duty” clergy are supposed to work only two days a week and
Sundays, which means visiting everyone in the parish takes a long
time. The following are the August 2017 weekly ruminations, aired
prejudices and footling observations that in the weekly pew sheet
augment his visits and help keep folk in touch week in and week out.
Earlier articles are available from the Article Page on this Website:
http://www.andrewneaum.com/articles.htm

(207) “This and That” - 27 August 2017
Only animal fats were used for cooking in the vicarages of my youth. It was either lard or
butter.
Scent-marking by beavers
Vegetable oils were exclusively medicinal. Camphorated oil, a beautifully scented chest rub
and decongestant. Oil of cloves, an effective but unpleasant tasting remedy for toothache. Castor
oil, a nasty but brutally effective laxative.
The word castor is Latin for beaver. The beans from which the oil is extracted were named
from its use as a replacement for castoreum. This is a substance secreted by a pair of perineal sacs
in both male and female beavers. Combined with their urine and additional secretions from anal
glands, castoreum scent-marks a beaver’s territory.
Wealthy human beings use it to scent-mark themselves. The castor sacs of dead beavers are
dried, mellowed by aging for several years and then used in the manufacture of highly regarded
and priced perfumes.
Olive oil as good as whisky
While in Portugal we toured Monterosa, an olive press and factory in the town of
Moncarapacho. Relatively small, it produces the highest quality extra virgin oils. Afterwards there
was a tasting of the five varieties they produce. Cod-liver oil as a boy had inoculated me, I thought,
against the consumption of any kind of neat oil. Not so. Shots of these fine oils were delicious, and
each of them distinctive.
A 500 millilitre bottle of Monterosa oil costs 20 euros. Given a choice between a shot of
Drambuie or of Monterosa Verdeal extra virgin oil, I would opt for the Drambuie, but only after
a moment of hesitation. The olive oil is very good.
The extraction of oil from olives goes back beyond recorded history. Archaeologists have
found evidence of the practice from 6000BC. Actual traces of oil have been discovered in 4000
year old entombed jugs. The earliest written record of olive oil extraction comes from the Old
Testament, at the time of the Exodus in the 13th century BC.
The Olive Tree Hymn
The olive is probably the only tree to have a hymn composed in its honour. On Maundy
Thursday in cathedrals all over the world the Olive Tree Hymn is sung. At the Chrism Eucharist
three flagons of olive oil are brought to the Bishop. The Oil of Catechumens, the Oil of the Infirm
and the Oil of Chrism. The first two are blessed, the third, rendered aromatic by the addition of
balsam, is consecrated. As the flagons are brought in procession to the bishop the Olive Tree Hymn
is sung. An ancient Latin hymn it is number 131 in our hymn book. Here are the first two verses:
Blest by the sun, the olive tree
brought clusters of fair fruit to birth,
whose ripeness now we bring with prayer,
Lord Christ, redeemer of the earth.
Eternal King, look down and bless
the oil your servants offer here,
and may it be a lively sign
which all the powers of darkness fear.
The Oil of the Infirm we use to anoint the sick and dying. The Oil of Chrism is used at
baptisms. The priest traces the sign the cross on the candidate’s forehead in it. It is also used to
anoint candidates at their confirmation and clergy at their ordination.
The Oil of Catechumens is not used in St John’s, but was in my last parish where I had
oversight of the Macedonian Orthodox community. At their baptisms the family provides two

great candles dressed in crisp, white muslin. Two family members are the candle bearers. There
is a thurible of smoking incense, a deep font of warm water and a small table for consecrated bread
and wine. After its baptism the infant receives its first communion, with the aid of a sliver spoon.
The babe is stripped for the actual ceremony, placed in the font, well and truly wetted all over with
water oily from its anointing with the Oil of Catechumens and then lifted, slippery, from the font
to be anointed with the oil of chrism. Once dried it is dressed in baptismal finery and the thurifer
leads the candle-bearers, godparent-borne child and priest in a triple circuit of the font. Afterwards
there is much feasting with shots of fiery 40% rakia. Not olive oil.
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Serious moral effort has passed from matters sexual to matters culinary. Virginity, chastity
and celibacy, once widely admired and aspired to (if rarely attained) are so no longer. Today’s
moral heroes eat only sustainable and ethically produced food. Vegetarians are the new chaste.
Vegans the heroic new celibates.
Moral heroism
Parents and grandparents used to agonise over the moral legitimacy of shared bedrooms for
visiting offspring and their paramours. They now agonise over the legitimacy of shared pots, pans
and woks as they struggle to produce at one and the same time vegetarian, vegan and meaty
curries, stir fries or tagines for a variety of guests.
Though food fanaticism is ugly, taking food seriously is an excellent thing. Jesus of
Nazareth fully recognised this in comparing the kingdom of heaven to a banquet. That he was once
accused of being a glutton and a wine bibber I deem to have been more a compliment than an
insult.
On holiday food can assume its rightful and important place in day to day living. Time spent
in preparation isn’t stolen, it is recreational therapy. Our roof terrace meals in Portugal were
lingering, laughter-lit, conversational and altogether delightful. As darkness settled upon us, so
moths began to gather around the wall light. They enticed a plump gecko from hiding to inch
closer and ever closer until able to grab one and scuttle off to eat it with the carnivorous relish we
ourselves were happy to forego in a vegetarian household. Crickets sang as we ate. During one
meal we were joined momentarily by a great owl. A silent, censorious silhouette on a nearby wire.
In the distance the lights of Olhoa and Faro glimmered and shimmered.
Fiddle playing detritivores
Jane and Beth, our hosts, are great lovers of the beach and surf. We prefer rocky and wild
coastlines. We did though visit the beach at Pedras del Rei. The path to get there was across
scrubby mud flats. We were flattered by hordes of fiddler crabs beckoning us into their burrows
with enticing waves of their single, huge claw. Out of and into their burrows they kept popping.
The monster claw was on the left of some crabs and on the right of others.
We wondered, romantically, anthropomorphically and stupidly, whether this difference
distinguished male from female, so enabling them to embrace. Whereas a face to face embrace
would require both male and female to have the giant claw on the same side. A little research
reveals there to be a hundred different sorts of fiddler crab and that only males have the
disproportionately large claw.
If a male loses its big claw for any reason, then in the annual moult a new one grows, but
on the opposite side. The crabs turn dark during the day and light at night. The movement of the
smaller claw from ground to mouth when feeding gives rise to the name. It looks as if the creature
is playing a fiddle. They pick up a chunk of sediment and sift it for nutrients. This makes them
detritivores. As presumably are dung beetles. Once whatever is edible has been salvaged, be it

algae, microbes, fungus, or other decaying detritus, the remaining sediment is deposited in the
form of a little ball. The presence of such sediment balls near the entrance to a burrow is a good
indication of its occupation.
It is thought that the feeding habits of fiddler crabs play an important role in the
preservation of wetland environments. By sifting through the sands and mud they aerate the
substrate and prevent anaerobic conditions. The single European species of fiddler crab is the one
we observed: Uca Tangeri.
Less than lovely nudists
We walked several miles along the beach, rejoicing in an Atlantic Ocean coastline with real
waves, rather than the usually far tamer mere ripples of the Mediterranean. Having left the more
peopled parts of the beach we encountered, to my surprise, several less than sylphlike nudists,
recklessly reddening themselves all over in hot sunshine. The Portuguese are tolerant of this, so
long as it is away from the crowds and not brazened or flaunted
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We are baby sitting a lovable, likeable, lolloping black Labrador. Its greatest pleasure is
chasing and returning, sticks, rubber bones and tooth-punctured tennis balls. All of them slimy
with slobber. When these objects are thrown into a thicket of brambles and nettles the dog’s tail
goes frenziedly beserk until, invariably, what is lost is found.
Snarling and slavering
Dogs livened our stay in Portugal. Each morning began with a brisk twenty five minute
walk past the vineyards, orchards and gardens of scattered smallholdings. Along the way we
roused a cacophony of dog barks. Not all friendly. The fiercest brutes snarled, slavered and barked
from behind fences. Others were on the loose. I took to carrying a walking stick closely related to
a knobkerry. After two mornings we were inured to the racket and able to respond with delight to
early summer’s innumerable wild flowers.
On our return we said matins together, as at home. A contented life needs routine. On this
holiday our concluding poem each day was by W H Auden. What a virtuoso. We loved them all.
Especially As I Walked Out one Evening. Sheer genius. It’s on the web. To whet the appetite, a pair
of random stanzas:
I’ll love you, dear, I’ll love you
Till China and Africa meet,
And the river jumps over the mountain
And the salmon sing in the street …..
‘O stand, stand at the window
As the tears scald and start;
You shall love your crooked neighbour
With your crooked heart.’
Among expatriate Poms
Our first full day was a Sunday, so we found our way to the nearest Anglican Church. A
pleasing, light, airy round building set in a luxurious retirement village catering mostly for wealthy,
retired English folk. There were thirty or so in the congregation for a straightforward Anglican
Eucharist, with a good sermon and traditional hymns. We enjoyed a cup of coffee with everyone
afterwards. The following week the priest announced his imminent departure. One of his flock,
with a good eye for both talent and the main chance, asked if I would be interested in doing a
locum. I was not tempted. If ever I were to live and work in Portugal I would want it to be among

the Portuguese, not expatriate Poms, delightful and friendly though they are. Beth and Jane, our
congenial hosts are indigenising, I would want to do likewise. I’d need to be a Roman Catholic.
Goodbye Diana!
A fine tide mill
In the afternoon we went for a walk in a tidal flat nature reserve south of Olhao. Particularly
fascinating was a restored tidal mill that had remained in operation until thirty years ago, though
more as a historical curiosity than for economic reasons. Such tidal mills date back possibly to
Roman times and were very common throughout Europe in the middle ages. Some remained in
operation into the 20th century. A dam with a sluice is created across a tidal inlet or estuary. As
the tide comes in it fills the dam. The gate is closed once the tide turns. The stored water, let out
once the tide is sufficiently low, turns a mill wheel to grind grain.
Flimsy excrescences between Beaulieu and Poole
There was one at Beaulieu and perhaps still is. In the 1940s H J Massingham wrote of it:
Part of the mill is built on piles into the river and is weather-boarded, while the rest of the building
is warm, red-brick roofed with lozenge-shaped and rounded tiles which I believe are called
fish-tiles. All the interior is of wood - ladders, bins for the meal, floor-boarding, square pillars,
beams, narrow passages, fittings, shaft rising to the first floor and all. So ramshackle is the
arrangement of the props and supports that it is a wonder that the whole edifice does not tumble
about the miller's ears like a pack of cards. The point is that it has stood in this way for something
like six centuries, and that gives the explorer into its dusky depths a more penetrating notion of
how the old builders could build, more than does a Gothic church or even a cathedral. The pulse
and swing of the great wheel sets the whole building in an ague, but it will still be standing when
all the flimsy excrescences of development between Beaulieu and Poole have fallen down.
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Obidos joins Cape Town, Salamanca and Cartagena, in my pantheon of beautiful cities.
We arrived there from the north as dusk descended. It is a city set on a hill which, Jesus reminds
us, “cannot be hid” and it can’t. Intimations of the town’s beauty were absorbed even while we
struggled to find our hotel as darkness deepened. Once signed in, we folded ourselves back into
the car and headed up the hill to park near the city wall’s entrance. We walked through an
impressive gateway arch, decorated with Azulejo tiles, and along a narrow, cobbled street in search
of good food. We found this in a full restaurant buzzing with activity. Contentedly replete we
retired to our hotel to return early in the morning.
Merlons and crenels
Obidos is completely walled, there are no breaches and the town enclosed is small. From
a suitable vantage point it can be taken in at a single delighted glance. Narrow, winding, cobbled
streets, terracotta-coloured pantile roofs, whitewashed terraced houses with yellow or blue borders
around doors and windows, bursts of bougainvillea, pencil cypress trees and here and there a
substantial fig tree or two. Best of all, the wall’s top can be walked right round, except for a short
section blocked by the castle. This is now a luxurious pousada, a hotel for wealthy tourists.
We walked the wall in crisp early morning sunshine. Though protected by the crenelated
parapet on the outside, there are no railings or other concessions to the safety of walkers on the
inside. The views through the parapet crenels over green vineyards, orchards and fields to distant
hills are lovely. The solid stone sections of the battlement wall, between the gaps or crenels, are
called merlons.
In medieval England if you wished to fortify your property you were required to obtain a
crenellation licence from the king. The obvious reason for this was to limit the number of

fortifications that might be used against a royal army. However, kudos came with the granting of
a royal licence. So a fortified domicile became an architectural status symbol much desired by the
socially ambitious.
Doughty vegetarians
Having explored Obidos to our satisfaction we journeyed south, bypassing Lisbon, to reach
our destination Pechao in the late afternoon. It is a village a couple of miles inland from Olhao
on the Algarve .
We were to spend the next two weeks just outside Pechao in Casa Atlantica, the house of
a pair of sisters, Jane and Beth, the mother and aunt of Diana’s son in law Llew. The doughtiest
of dames, they have lived adventurous and sometimes unconventional lives with verve and
panache.
Both are vegetarians, but so imaginatively that a committed carnivore like myself hardly
noticed. This was helped by their passion for cheese, a deep appreciation of local wine and a
particularly pleasing almond liqueur which they served as an aperitif on plentiful ice with a good
dash of fresh lemon juice.
They live in a thoroughly Portuguese and interesting house, white washed outside with
painted blue borders around the windows and door. All the neighbours are Portuguese and Jane
and Beth are determinedly learning the language. The house has a roof terrace upon which we had
our first evening meal and many to follow. Climbing the steep indoor tiled stairway, carrying a pan
of hot vegetarian curry, was a perilous enterprise. Beth’s bedroom, next door to the terrace, is the
only upstairs room.
The house is long and thin, a single room in depth. There is a bedroom at each end, two
sitting rooms, two kitchens and a splendid and spacious bathroom in between. A red tiled floor
throughout was a pleasure to pad around barefoot.
My family and other animals
The immediate countryside is a jumbled patchwork of small holdings, orchards, vineyards
and fields. Very Mediterranean, messy, a bit broken down and altogether delightful. Not least for
reminding me constantly of Gerald Durrel’s masterpiece “My Family and Other Animals.”
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